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ever had your own home internet connection, or a wireless connection at a friend's place? you could have installed a router and access to it through ssh, but nmap makes it very easy to see if you have any open connections to your machine. in the example below, we list the servers in the local network, as well as any open connections
to them. the new crashfixdllsleepingdogs project aims at fixing all crash reproducers that can be identified to have bugs. typically this means identifying and fixing all issues that cause the crash reproducer to be active and attempting to do so. microsoft is not a technical company, they are not interested in actively fixing crashes.
typically they try and keep potential crash reproducers from being created. there is a constant fight against the feature-set and design of the os (visual studio, windows,.net framework,..) and so it doesn't exactly surprise me that the launch of a fresh new project for fixing crash reproducers will not get the same support and priority as
a project from someone who works on a feature. there is also a big risk for exploits to happen when the os is running (un-sandboxed) the crash reproducers code. they have an effect on all versions of the os and so many people will see them and start using them. 1) identify the crash reproducers that are created daily with enough
frequency to benefit from fixing. in order to make this effective the fix must be durable as well as quick and easy to do. for that reason it might make sense to start with lower priority crash reproducers: the crashing application is expected to quickly fix them, and the service that dumps the crash reproducers could be restarted and
restarted to clean itself of an old reproducer. the fix will then need to be delivered to the crash reproducer creator.
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